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This whitepaper is intended to supply information about Chibi Neko to
participants. Participants should read the white paper and the official
website carefully and have a good understanding of blockchain
technology and digital assets before making a purchase. 
Before making any decisions, please be informed of the potential risks
and examine your risk tolerance and financial position.

This whitepapers material is offered primarily for general
comprehension. This paper is for discussion and presentation purposes
only. The suggested blockchain platform "Chibi Neko" does not
guarantee the correctness of the results achieved in this whitepaper.

This whitepaper is not a prospectus nor an investment solicitation, and
it does not influence any offering or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell
securities in any country. This document was not generated by and is
not subject to, any laws or regulations in any nation intended at
safeguarding investors. 
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Disclaimer



Cryptocurrency is a digital currency in which transactions are verified
and records maintained by a decentralized system using cryptography
and can be exchanged for online goods and services. Many companies
have issued their own cryptocurrencies, often called tokens, and these
can be traded specifically for the good or service that the company
provides. Think of them as you would create arcade tokens or casino
chips. You’ll need to exchange real currency for the cryptocurrency to
access the good or service.

Cryptocurrencies work using a technology called blockchain. Blockchain
is a decentralized technology spread across many computers that
manages and records transactions. Part of the appeal of this technology
is its security.
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Cryptocurrency



Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is best described as a blockchain that runs
in parallel to the Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC boasts smart
contract functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM). The design goal here was to leave the high throughput
of Binance Chain intact while introducing smart contracts into its
ecosystem.

In essence, both blockchains operate side-by-side. It’s worth noting that
BSC isn’t a so-called layer two or off-chain scalability solution. It’s an
independent blockchain that could run even if Binance Chain went
offline. That said, both chains bear a strong resemblance from a design
standpoint.

Because BSC is EVM-compatible, it launched with support for the rich
universe of Ethereum tools and decentralized apps (DApps). In theory,
this makes it easy for developers to port their projects over from
Ethereum. For users, it means that applications like MetaMask can be
easily configured to work with BSC. Seriously – it’s just a matter of
tweaking a couple of settings. Check out 'Use MetaMask for Binance
Smart Chain' to get started.
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Binance Smart Chain

https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/what-is-ethereum#how-does-ethereum-work
https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/layer-2
https://academy.binance.com/en/glossary/off-chain
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/what-is-ethereum
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/how-to-use-metamask
https://docs.binance.org/smart-chain/wallet/metamask.html


Ever since Chibi was little he had a
dream. When he looked at the
moon he said to himself ‘that’s
where I want to be’. He made a plan
how he would go and set off to the
moon creating a city with it’s own
ecosystem.

That's why $CHIB token has come
to life. With our token we want to
accomplish the dream of building a
city on the moon.
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About Chibi Neko

To do all this we will need the support of all our holders and future
holders. Since Chibi want to thank them he will reward them with a 3%
rewards for all holders on each buy and sell. 

There will also be a possibility to stake your $CHIB tokens. By doing this U
can earn passive income. The longer you stake the more you will earn.



It's end 2021 and gaming and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are taking
over the blockchain by storm. We created this great idea to make our
own play-2-earn game. We told you how Chibi wanted to create his own
ecosystem on the moon and now it's our turn to bring this idea to life.

 In the first quarter of 2022 we will bring our first unique NFTs to the
blockchain. These NFTs can be later used in the game. The game will be
all about building and crafting.

We can tell you that the more NFTs u gather the more rewards you can
get. These NFTs can grant special perks in the game.
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Chibi City



Total Supply
1.000.000.000.000

Private sale
60.000.000.000

Pre-sale
400.000.000.000

Liquidity
200.000.000.000

Marketing & Give aways
150.000.000.000

Team unlocked
50.000.000.000

Team locked (1 year)
140.000.000.000
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Tokenomics

Pre Sale
40%

Liquidity
20%

Marketing
15%

Team
locked

14%

Private
Sale
6%

Team
unlocked

5%



4% Marketing & Buyback
To help our token create more public awareness there will be a small
fee that will go to our marketing pool. This will be used for Influencers,
Youtubers, TikTokkers and marketing companies.

3% Rewards to all holders
With rewards going back to our holders it’s always better to hold $CHIB.
Each transaction that is made will make a token holder gain extra
tokens as a reward for holding $CHIB.

3% Liquidity
We want to maintain a healthy liquidity balance on PancakeSwap (PCS).
That's why 3% will return to the liquidity pool. The liquidity is locked.
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BuY & Sell tax

Marketing &
Buyback

4%

Rewards
3%

Liquidity
3%



To create a healthy token we will start off with a pre-sale. This will also
benefit our very first supporters since they will be able to buy $CHIB
token at a fixed price. 

Our pre-sale will be launched on Pinksale. They are very well known for
their launchpad for new projects and fit our needs.

Tokens reserved for pre-sale
400.000.000.000

Softcap
250 BNB

Hardcap
500 BNB

Min BNB
0.1

Max BNB
2
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Pre-sale
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Roadmap

Q4 2021
 

Q1 2022
 

Q2 2022
 

Q3 2022
 

 Website ready
 Launch pre-sale
 Marketing campaign
 Pancakeswap exchange
 Influencers
 Coingecko listing
 Coinmarketcap listing
 Giveaways

 Unique NFTs
 Staking system
 ChibiCity P2E development
 Various exchange listings
 Add new influencers
 NFT giveaways

 ChibiCity P2E whitepaper
 Game sneak peek
 Burn tokens
 Big marketing campaign
 Top 10 exchange listing

 Beta testing ChibiCity
 ChibiCity trailer
 Big TikTok campaign
 Various new partnerships


